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God's Word says that "he who hanged is accursed of god" (De 21:23). Neither Jesus
Monkey Christ
nor his (fellow Monkey) Christians care about God's word but refuse to accept it. The
Monkey Christ presumes to be a "god" of his own. God's word only can make him laugh.
His fellow Monkey Christians lifted up a fellow of theirs to be their monkey Christ and
monkey god. So, why they should care about god's word when having constructed a "god" of
their own?
When exposing the nature of deceit and deceivers we pointed out in part e001 that from time

to time swindlers cannot withstand the temptation to ram their conceited “superiority” down
their victims’ throat. Sometimes, they are used to capering so that, e.g., a murderer also takes
part in the interment of its victim.
In that case the perpetrator only wants to indulge the pure pleasure of his
conceited “superiority” in the presence of the victim’s corpse. Since it is based on fake,
feigning, concealment, abjection, baseness and perfidy – all marks of wimps - the swindler
never can make a clean breast of successes because he is running the risk of
simultaneously debunking those despicable traits enabling them.
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On the other hand, deceivers often cannot resist ramming their “superiority” (of craftiness
and deceit) down their "defeated" victims’ throat! So the early Christian foul mouths pertaining
to the alleged "crucifixion" of their chieftain Jesus, too!
In a letter of "disciple" Peter to "disciples" Philip that also was recovered in Nag
Hammadi (Egypt) in 1945 – a scripture Christian sect wanted to get rid off so gladly, once and
for all -- the following message of Peter is passed on to us:

“And he (Peter) was filled with a holy spirit. He spoke thus: ‘Our illuminator, Jesus, came down and
was crucified. And he bore a crown of thorns. And he put on a purple garment. And he was

crucified on a tree and he was buried in a tomb. And he rose from the dead. ‘“ [i]

That is precisely the way Christian foul mouths brainwashing is executed. That is exactly
what the Christian credo says until to today. Each child, who rattles it down that way in
Christian Sunday “schools” gets the best mark (as best conditioned one). Those, who contests
that “credo” become reviled by those spiteful Christian foul mouths for “blasphemy“or
denounced for “blasphemy", if not prosecuted.
Certainly a lot of millions were burnt alive to death at the stake, just because they disputed
that “credo” of a sect of infamy. However, not only we dispute those fabrications but also
the "rock”, on which Christian sect of perfidy is built. Peter directly continues:

“My brothers, Jesus is a stranger to this suffering. But we are the ones who have suffered through

the transgression of the mother. And because of this, he did everything like us.”[ii]

Oh yes – suffering for the „sins of the world“ for „vicarious atonement“ is completely strange
to that „lamb of god“… Inconceivable, how one ever could be get suspicious of him „suffering
for vicarious atonement“ without reason…!
How one ever mistakenly could suspect him to do so, although everybody knows that
those “vicarious suffering” for the benefit of others never matches the traits of slaveholders
and vindictive tormentors…! The German translation of the phrase is more clearly, here.
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It translates the phrase: „And because of this, he did everything like us“ - wordily:

“And because of this, he did everything according to a parable like us.” [iii]

Like a parable, that means by someone else, i.e., a stuntman, bearing a great resemblance to him.

Therefore, Jesus never suffered at all – except because of the depravity of his own. If
somebody suffered, then at most his disciples, among them he ordered the stuntman for the
death penalty of his own. By the end, they were only eleven, instead of twelve, weren’t they?

Of course, there was a corpse, however not one of Jesus! Each death penalty produces a
corpse. Jesus confined himself not to “suffer” in person but in accordance with a parable, i.e., by
a stuntman. However, „suffering“ by a stuntman is not suffering of Jesus as he confirms to
James or Peter or to the rest of the „disciples“.

“The Lord said, ‘James, do not be concerned for me or for this people. I am he who was within me.

Never have I suffered in any way, nor have I been distressed. And this people has done me
no harm.’”[iv]

Oh my goodness, that faking lamb of „god“ allegedly caring up „all the sins of the world“ on
the cross (or tree) in order to “atone” them “vicariously” with the “god” never suffered, at all!

My word, aren’t the Christian swineherds good drumming all this scrap, crap and muck into
the brains of their slaves…? What a miracle that a human being’s brain loaded with all this
shit, urine, sewage and liquid manure can exist, at all!

However, Jesus does not only uncover his and his infamous brutes’ (Christian foul
mouths’) wrong allegations against the Jews. He also debunks why those depraved Christian
foul mouths and their insidiously faking “god” (Jesus "Christ" ) wrongly accuse the
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Jews. Immediately Jesus continues to James:

“But this (Jewish) <people> existed as a type of the archons, and it deserved to be destroyed
through them.”[v]

Because of sheer envy, hatred and vindictiveness Jesus and his infamous brutes
concocted, contrived, fabricated those insubstantial as well as murderous accusations on the
Jews and projectively charged them with the depravity, infamy, insidiousness and perfidy of
their own.

Here, Jesus admits that all the accusations on the Jews are nothing but perpetrations of
very Christian agents provocateurs in order to confuse the part of murders and martyr, felons
and decent people etc.
Jesus’ and the Christian foul mouths’ accusations on the Jews are spiteful
denunciations stemming from revenge that Jesus "Christ" did not succeed among the Jews.
The Christian foul mouths wanted to get rid of this scripture forever, not only by declaring
this writing as a lot of others of their to be „apocryphal“ but also wanted to destroy it. Finally,
this scripture was found again in 1945 after having been declared to be missing since the
4th century – when Christian sect came to power to exterminate each contradiction.
Even, if this letter is no original one from Peter to Philip, it nevertheless is the evidence that
the early Christian foul mouths knew Jesus and their sect’s deceits. This all the more since there
are even clues from the Bible that death penalty convict Jesus "Christ" despised suffering and
that he and his Christian accomplice just wanted to make a virtue of necessity when
blathering about “the lamb of god carrying the sins to the world on the cross”…
Let us deliberate once more: If that would be right what the Christian „god’s word“wants to
gull us into believing, this would mean that Jesus "Christ" on Palm Sunday tried something
(to become „King of Israel“), he in advance knew that it was completely in vain. Christian
foul mouths, do not get blushing when lying that!

Whatever happened, whenever it happened and however it happened – instead of acceding
to the throne of Israel the would-be “god” of Israel was to end up his coup on the gallows, tree
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or cross as felon and death penalty convict! Finally and surprised by his defeat the loser
(Jesus "Christ" ) quickly had to change his “tenets” in order to cant his failure, defeat and
disgrace as death penalty convict, mendaciously and deceitfully as he ever is and Christian
foul mouths are. Very typical of desperado, very typical of Christian!

However, the worst is yet to come! The laws of the prophets - he fakes to abide and to comply
– say the following:

De 21:22-23 RSV
22 "And if a man has committed a crime punishable by death and he is put to death, and you hang him on
a tree,
23 his body shall not remain all night upon the tree, but you shall bury him the same day, for a
hanged man is accursed by God; you shall not defile your land which the LORD your God gives you
for an inheritance.

So-so – Jesus "Christ" and the Christian foul mouths „These stealthy worms, which under the
cover of night, mist and duplicity, crept upon every individual,”[vi] desire to tell us that Yehoshuaben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) wanted to recommend himself to be the
„Messiah” or even “god’s son” to his fellow Jews by an action that identifies him (Jesus) as a
curse onto god (instead of Messiah or even “god’ son”). Moreover, this on top of
everything according to that scripture (Jewish Bible or “Old Testament”) he refers to in order
to provide evidence of his claims...! The Christian foul mouths really want to tell us that
Jesus intended something from the very outset that turns him out to be accursed by god…! Oh
yes, a curse onto god, instead of “Messiah” and “associate of god” (“god’s son”)…

However, what other choice is left for a desperado when he is bound to hang, instead of
acceding to the throne? Oh yes, Jesus "Christ" instead of being “Messiah” and “god” only
a miserable curse onto god like Satan is under god's curse.
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Write this below those trillions of crucifixes: A hanged man is under god's curse!
The beginning of this sect was not less mendacious, perfidious and abominable than history of
that religious Mafia! Indeed a small grain of barbarianism and abomination has risen that
much…! The cross is the mark (of Cain) of Satan’s sect that has nothing to do but faking with
god. Already the beginning of this sect predicts its barbaric history because of the outrageous
traits of its infamous founders… Indeed a little grain of mustard of abomination has hugely
grown up…
However, even the Christian failed to eliminate completely the traces of their
scriptures’ purgation in that described sense of making a virtue of necessity, after Jesus’ defeat:

Lu 24:25-27 RSV
25 And he said to them, "O foolish men, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets
have spoken!
26 Was it not necessary that the Christ should suffer these things and enter into his glory?"
27 And beginning with Moses and all the prophets, he interpreted to them in all the scriptures
the things concerning himself.

Now, we have to give our intention to three facts:
1stly: Jesus sneers at his closets disciples to be fools because they believed in god’ revealed
word that is written in the Bible. My word, what idiots to believe in the Bible...! Oh yes, if a
„faith“ shifts mountains, then the bible anyway...!

2ndly: Asking in verse 26: „Was it not necessary that the Christ should suffer these things...?“ and
just having blamed his accomplices to be fools because of believing in the prophets
(„Old Testament“) Luke’s gospel delivers the evidence that Jesus never intended to hang on
the cross as punishment of death penalty and that the contrary Christian foul mouths’ allegation
is a fabrication that was concocted afterwards in order to veil disgrace of the death penalty of
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a death penalty convict (Jesus "Christ" ). Thus, evidence is delivered that the Christian
foul mouths’ fairy tale of the “lamb of god carrying the sins of the world on the cross” is
a contrivance of Jesus "Christ" he finally concocted when he was bound to hang... It is a story
of camouflaging that a felon, a death penalty convict, designs the Christian felons’ sect and
this fairy tale has to cant this disgrace mendaciously and deceitfully.

3rdly: By nobody the liar can be outdone: Although just sneering at those believing in the
prophets, he now and all a sudden contrives a new version of the „prophets“ camouflaging
his disgrace of losing (on Palm Sunday) and the thus resulting shame of death penalty as
an occurrence now allegedly scheduled from the very outset – nobody knew before. This is
the evidence that Jesus "Christ" and his accomplices (Christians) only refer to the Bible for
purposes of deception. This new about-turn of the „prophets“ Jesus had to do in order to veil
his disgrace made Christian sect even more of envy, hatred, vindictiveness and avenge of
a megalomaniac that wanted to be a „god“ and ended up as death penalty convict. This
new “interpretation” of the “prophets” made Christian sect that religious Mafia that
devastated humanity already for two Millennia and killed already 300 millions of
individuals. Wrongly, Paul was charged with this about-turn because the utmost villain that
he really had died on the cross and „resided“ in heaven, shortly afterwards took one in.
Hereby Paul is believed of an intellectual capacity and criminal energy he had never hat that
large scale but only one: Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ"

Paul very experienced in the Bible of the Jews -- like Jesus "Christ" --knows what
difficulties there are in order to cant the disgrace of a felon and death penalty convict being
bound to hang, mendaciously. Paul does not contest that a hanging one is under god's
curse. Clueing much meaningfully he writes:

Ga 3:13 RSV
13 Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us—for it is written, "Cursed
be every one who hangs on a tree"—
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Correctly Paul ascertains that the alleged „god’s son“ (that means: associate of „god“!!!) is a
curse onto god – but not only onto god but also onto the Christian foul mouths. According to
Paul that alleged „god’s“ son even made all his accomplices (Christian) a curse onto god – as
well as he (Jesus "Christ" ) and Satan are accursed by god. However, Paul does not say -- as
many Christian foul mouths of today once cornered with their lies, deceits and crimes are used
to prevaricating -- that the alleged “evil” Jews in particular wanted to humiliate Jesus "Christ"
by crucifixion – what they could not do as already produced evidence. He says: Jesus "Christ"
and the Christian foul mouths are a curse onto god.

And as far as Jesus "Christ" concerns „redemption of the laws“, we want to indicate that each
gang of brutes or Mafia are at loggerhead with the laws. That is why objectifications
(incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) break the laws (as far
there are no Christianly programmed robots of Christian lawmakers designing the laws
according to that religious Mafia). It is a common goal of all brutes, in particular, Christian
Mafiosi want to get rid of the laws. There only is one criterion pertaining to criminals: breaking
the laws and that fits even Jesus "Christ" and his accomplices (Christians) .

Oh yes, those “poor Christian foul mouths” all of a sudden feel victims of the first one of
theirs: Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" )… What did prophet
Muhammad already say? On doomsday the deceived ones will indict their deceivers…
That slaughter that obviously is to come certainly will outdo the thirty-year war of Christian
foul mouths against Christian foul mouths in Europe (1618 –1648)…

Nonce let us summarize: Paul confirms that a hanging one is not only a curse onto human
beings but also onto god. Write this below each Christian cross und crucifix! Paul even
names Jesus not only a curse onto god but even onto the Christian foul mouths and this in view
of the Christian foul mouths’ allegation that he (Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera) shall pose as “redeemer
of the world” in Satan’s, Pardon, Christian sect… Therefore, it is completely to exclude that
Jesus "Christ" ever wanted to suffer or even become crucified “ to carry the sins of the world on
the cross.” In truth, suffering was alien to him, as the quoted early Christian scripture
witnesses. However, whatever could this desperado do else when all of sudden facing
death penalty and being unmasked as felon instead of a conceited “god”?
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When having wrecked the havoc – and with hindsight to that and not before! – Jesus
"Christ" declares and fakes according to Lu 24:25-27 that he is designed to „suffer as innocent
lamb on the cross“. I.e., he never intended to do so, he never dreamt that this could happen to
him, until disgrace and disaster were immanent. Then he could nothing do but make a “merit”
of necessity.

As far as the Christian foul mouths’ scriptures allege something else or try giving a
reverse impression, it is about very typical Christian lying and deceiving. In this context, we
once more want to point to our explanation of the method of criminal investigation on e001.
htm. “Prophecy” is no prediction of occurrences for Jesus and the Christian foul mouths but
an afterwards “justification”, quite corresponding to objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.
e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) .

In the quoted letter of Peter to Philip, Jesus admits that the Jews are innocent pertaining to
that what his stuntman suffered on the cross. (Anyway, crucifixion was a kind of punishment
only the Romans were allowed to execute). I.e., in this respect, the Christian foul mouths and
their chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels") are only about malice and vileness of
provocation crimes. Here, it is about arousing hatred and vindictiveness on the “beloved”
enemy by provoking or even committing perpetrations just in order to charge the enemies with
the abominations of their own, afterwards.

That is what happens pertaining to Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ" ) alleged death penalty by crucifixion. Finally, nobody forced Jesus "Christ" to make folk
to proclaim him „King of Israel“ (see: Joh 12:13). For this crime, he rightly was to punish and to
be scoffed (see: Mr 15:32, Lu 23:37). However, for a desperado or provocation felon always
the others, the enemies are to blame for the crimes or outrages of his own. I.e., the
Christian perpetrator never is to blame but their „beloved“ enemies.
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Precisely the fact that crucifixion was a kind of execution only allowed to the Romans and not
to the Jews [vii] refutes the Christian foul mouths’ prevarications and „excuses“ of today that
the Jews especially wanted to humiliate Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) by an execution
of crucifixion.

Dishonestly the Christian foul mouths thus want to save their and Jesus’ lies and deceits. It
was not up to the Jews to accomplish that. More over, "These stealthy worms, which under the cover
of night, mist and duplicity, crept upon every individual “ (Nietzsche)[viii] completely fail to see that
an omniscient god is able to foresee all the consequences of his sayings, even those ones that
are sabotaged by human perfidy or fiendishness when talking that unambiguously about
anybody that is hanging. Even more, an omniscient god could that if it is about the
“important” case of his alleged son!

As already demonstrated, even Christian “apostle” Paul does not admit any exception to
god’s laws and thus realizes Jesus "Christ" as a curse onto god. Hereby the Christian foul
mouths inadvertently and indirectly provide evidence that not only Jesus "Christ" but also
his faked “father” never intended any crucifixion and therefore hanging on the cross.

If he had done so, then he would have mentioned and emphasized that or any other
exception what he never did. Almost Each criminal is used to saying: Normally I take the
view that every citizen has to abide by the laws, however my case there must be an exception...

Here once more the Christian foul mouths debunk themselves that they are used to referring
to „god’s word“ (Bible) only for purposes of deceits and perpetrations. Otherwise, the
Christian foul mouths claim that religious heel Jesus "Christ" allegedly has released all
his accomplices (Christians) from abiding by the laws and (Ten) Commandments... Finally,
all criminals come to loggerheads with the laws. Getting rid of the laws is the dream of
all objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) !
Felon and death penalty convict Jesus "Christ" set the felons a good example the Christian
foul mouths are bigoted to imitate…

If god’s commandments or laws could be lifted in any case, then there are no laws
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and commandments, because each transgressor – like Jesus "Christ" - would claim such
an exception for himself by alleging that god never could foresee the special situation of his. This
is precisely what the king of entire felons and felons’ “god” Jesus "Christ" and his felons’
sect (Christianity) are used to doing.

By quibbling and prevaricating that way the Christian foul mouths unmask that they do
not believe in god, at all (but only that their fellow hoodlum Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) shall be regarded as „god“. In addition, these Christian
foul mouths are determined to achieve by stopping at nothing. The “sick one needing
a physician” (Lu 5:31) because of megalomania of theirs feel strong enough to countermand
god’s word that they are used to feigning to comply. Paul endorses that boasting of the „sick
one needing a physician“ (Lu 5:31) that much that he even fancies the Christian suckers
of cesspools to be entitled to judge the angels:

1Co 6:2-3 RSV
2 Do you not know that the saints will judge the world? And if the world is to be judged by you, are
you incompetent to try trivial cases?
3 Do you not know that we (the sick needing a physician) are to judge angels?...

Here, megalomania of „the sick needing a physician“ (Lu 5:31) is unleashed so that the
even delude themselves being able to judge the angels or to correct the alleged wrong
predictions of god... My word, what a bedlam, this Christian sect! Well, don’t let’s forget: What
is left for a sect, whose boss lifted up to the „god“ disgracefully loses and instead of
majestically acceding to the throne shamefully finds himself facing the gallows or the cross
hanging as a curse onto god...? Now, one is able to understand that inveterate hatred of
the Christian losers on the Jews.

The need was bigger than the benefit from faking to serve „god’s word“. This need, this
disgrace of the death penalty convict was too much as to take into account that there
are unambiguous passages in the Bible refuting the mendacious sweet-talk of his shame…
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He knew that because he knew the Bible very well.

The fact that the version of „the lamb of god carrying the sins of the world on the cross“
became delivered after the shameful occurrences and not before more over is proved by
Jesus behavior to escape from being apprehended as Christian as well non Christian sources, e.
g. Celsus, report…

If the death penalty convict would had intended his lot from the very beginning nobody
would had to “betray“ him but he would had delivered up himself to the Roman and
Jewish authorities. For the only reason the delinquent did not deliver up himself then
authorities needed a “betrayer”… Even Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ" ) knew that. The then authorities supposed that Judas Iscariot was a “betrayer” but
hereby underrated the sneakiness, furtiveness and unscrupulousness of the delinquent
(Jesus "Christ" ).
Well, once more let us sum up: God’s word Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon:
Jesus "Christ" ) refers to and that allegedly shall provide evidence of all his claims
unambiguously turns him out not as a „lamb“, not as “Messiah”, man’ son or “god’s son” but
as an abominable felon, i.e., as a curse onto god similar to that of Satan onto god.
Who wonders about the crimes, outrages, abominations of that felons’ sect worshiping Satan
or an individual comparable to Satan as „god“ as De 21:23 provides evidence? Who wonders
about the never-ending hypocrisy, mendacity, outrages, mass-murders and other abomination
of that barbarianism, if the worshiped “god” of this Christian sect is a felon and a curse onto
god like Satan? Is any objectification (incarnation) of perfidy, i.e. "sick one needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31) able to outdo Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" )?

That all is and was nothing but very typical of Christian foul mouths: The (Christian)
perpetrators want to disguise themselves as “victims” or the Christian infamous murderers want
to pass themselves off as “martyrs” in order to perpetrate the abomination easier and
more abominable. That is nothing special!
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•

Here, it is about Jesus’ very, very coaching of agents provocateurs.

•

It is just about Jesus’ coaching of (Christian) brutes!

•

It is just about Christian-typical depravity!

•

It is just about a sect of infamy!

•

It is just about “morals” of a death penalty convict labeling as the “god” in a sect of perfidy…!

Like Jesus behaved against the Jews, the Christian felons always have been behaving
against humanity and humankind since 2000 years. From the very outset the Christian foul
mouths are human beings’ and humanity’s fiends with man’s fiend (the Christian foul mouths
call him “man’s son”) as the “god”. Moreover, they will stay so, as long they go punished for
their perpetrations, crimes, bestiality, in particular for their brainwashing and enslaving.

Therefore, that rogue never suffered on the cross. Similarly, it is about remission of sins.
As already said, it is no problem to forgive “sins” one never suffered from them, was
unfairly treated, harmed or even handicapped by them.

To forgive sins of others one never suffered from, is only an infamy and a mockery towards
the real victims and an instigation of perpetrating bestiality, barbarities and abominations
more easily, because one is gulled into believing that one does not need to care for
reconciliation with the victims. The way of “remission of sins” is another important reason
why Christian sect is to call a sect of infamy.

Whoever has something to forgive at all, he never suffered from? In those cases where
the Christian felons are victims, no forgiveness takes place. Quite the reverse,
those objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)
set upon those who harm them like brutes or like the devil animals of Tasmania fall on their
prey and even kill them atrociously.
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Chieftain Jesus himself lashes out his enemies in the Jerusalem Temple, although blathering
and feigning that it is better to suffer that to injure or holding out the other cheek if the one
is slapped. (The latter is the demanded attitude for the victims he wants to crucify!).

Whoever opposes these abominations and barbarities of the Christian foul mouths is
reviled, libeled and insinuated by them, e.g., he wants to dispute the disabled right to live
and similar stupidity.

In addition, those „forgivers of sins“ vilify and denounce their adversaries that way
without blushing and while keeping a straight face…! There are bodily the disabled –
every reasonable one can and will help and there are morally the disabled, the Christian
foul mouths -- in particular, Jesus "Christ" -- nobody can help them, because they want to live
their lust for power, their wickedness, their depravity to the full…

One only can jail them before being jailed by them, killed, burnt or murdered in any other
way by those fiends of humanity, humankind and human rights. Two millennia Christendo(o)
m impressively are demonstrating that.

Well, let’s sum up: The evidence for that alleged “blasphemy” -- for which millions
of individuals were destroyed and countless of millions were burnt to death alive at the stake
or reviled, kicked, spit, afflicted, tormented and tortured by the Christian swineherds -that Jesus, Satan’s, Pardon, “god’s” son never suffered “for the sins of the world” in order to
“atone them with god”, is given by the Christian foul mouths’ “god” (Jesus "Christ" ) himself
and further more by his closest henchman and the first pope of this sect (Peter), who really
knew the truths about Jesus’ deceptions!
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That is Jesus "Christ" !

•

Those are the brutes among human being calling themselves Christian foul mouths!
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Sometimes, the Christian foul mouths present-trained “sheepdogs” alleging how much
Christian “faith” would help them…
Whoever – but objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a
physician" (Lu 5:31) -- is that foul and depraved basing his happiness on 300 millions of

•

corpse, stakes, bloodshed and wars on those that are better and superior to the very last ones
that neck or nothing wants to be reputed to be the first and stop at nothing by trying so? What
a groovy “humanity”, since already an employer that does not pay his employees fairly, is
blamed getting rich by exploiting his workers...! That is the “happiness” of
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) getting
their advantage by precisely the same way!

• Is there anybody believing that there are no people benefiting from the crimes and atrocities
of a Mafia? Evenly as the Christian foul mouths are used to doing so, each Mafia could present
folk that got rich or “happy” by its crimes and bestiality like the Christian foul mouths do…
The only thing is that those ones doing better because of an economic Mafia’s crimes are
not presented in newspapers or on TV, in contrast with those ones becoming “happy” because
of the Christian Mafia…! E.g., nobody would take notice of the pope terrorist without
Christian brainwashing. Already, the price humankind had to pay for this sect of
insidiousness makes each conjuring of happiness by this sect a horror story.

The abominable trait of this sect of perfidy is already and sufficiently debunked by that
what Christian sect inflicted on the Jews because of the alleged „god’s murder“.
That circumstantial evidence never would have come into existence if Jesus really suffered on
the cross.
Feeling pity for such a suffering one would had forbidden them, even if Jesus was guilty
of corresponding felonies – and remarkably, not the enemies but he himself or his
closest henchmen dispute the alleged suffering on the cross. Anyway, there is no smoke
without fire!

It was the Jews’ good right to reject a king or coach of felons that wanted to snap up their
crown by usurpation. The right of self-determination and democracy mean that each people
can choose its leader. One never can say that the Jews wanted a guy that suffered
prosecution mania that folks want to kill him:
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Joh 7:19-20 RSV
19 Did not Moses give you the law? Yet none of you keeps the law. Why do you seek to kill me?"
20 The people answered, "You have a demon! Who is seeking to kill you?"

That is no candidate for the Jewish crown but for a lunatic asylum! In addition, on top
of everything, Jesus even did not suffer his just maximum penalty but misled a henchman
faking his stuntman. All one can say to that are only three words sect of insidiousness! Even
in Christianly enslaved countries of today one would be prosecuted by the
Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu
5:31) when saying that what their “god” himself or Peter – the alleged founder of this sect
– debunked.

•

No wonder that Christian sect wanted get rid of most of their scriptures, once for all!

•

A singular occurrence pertaining to sects in humankind!

Firstly:

It contradicts the human right of self-determination, in particular that one of

electing the government by the people, if one is forced to agree to such a perfidiously way in
which Jesus "Christ" attempted to usurp the supreme political office of the Jews. That is what
the Christian foul mouths want to demand their brainwashed slaves to do. Where and in what
way does this sect of infamy and their felons’ “god” Jesus "Christ" refrain from committing
crimes? How about democracy and human rights, you Christian criminal hypocrites?
Secondly:

It contradicts human right of freedom to force others to worship someone as

“god", who promise everything, provided one worships him as "god" and psycho-terrorizes
and terrorizes all that do not want to do so by bugaboos like, for instance, hell and Satan, all.
That is the way objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a
physician" (Lu 5:31) are used to behaving. How about human right of freedom of religion or to
that one of freedom from bodily harm, you Christian swindlers?
Thirdly: Before the Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31) puff themselves up about human rights of social life, they at first
should provide humanity and human rights regarding their doctrines, e.g. concerning their
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fantasy of their unquenchable vindictiveness, i.e., hell... How about caring for human rights
in your (mind’s) hell, you Christian felons? Because the Christian foul mouths have the hell in
their minds, they are used to fantasizing such maladies...
It is unknown that there are forgeries and obliterations of the “holy scriptures” of one’s own,
at least to a comparable extend, like it took place in Christendo(o)m.
A monument for librarian of Nag Hammadi!
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Annotations:

[i] The Letter of Peter to Philip , Translated by Frederik
Wisse on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/letpet.html
[ii] ibidem
[iii] German text: “Und deswegen tat er alles gemäß
einem Gleichnis wie wir.“ Der Brief des Petrus an
Philippus (NHC VIII,2) (Nag Hammadi) Kapitel: Predigt
des Petrus, http://www.gwdg.de/~rzellwe/nhs/node491.
html#SECTION0007601600000000000000
[iv] The (First) Apocalypse of James (NHC V,3), Translated by
William R. Schoedel, on: http://www.gnosis.org/
naghamm/1ja.html
[v] ibidem
[vi] Friedrich Nietzsche, The Antichrist, § 58, on: http://
www.geocities.com/hatrott/verbatim.htm
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[vii] Here, I refer to the German edition of: Henry
Lincoln, Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh, das Vermächtnis
des Messias (The Legacy of the Messiah“), BergischGladbach, 1987, p. 68:

[viii] Nietzsche, ibidem
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